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Democratic Accountability for Some: Individual

Differences in How Partisans Process Political

Information

1 Introduction

Representative democracies are premised on the simple guiding principle that democratic account-

ability begets democratic responsiveness. Because elections grant citizens the authority to remove

their representatives from office, career-minded representatives would be wise to heed their con-

stituents’ preferences (Arnold, 1990; Mayhew, 1974). However, democratic institutions alone can

only go so far in fostering responsiveness. A crucial foundational assumption of the democratic

design is that citizens do, in fact, use elections to hold elected representatives accountable for their

actions (Downs, 1957). Therefore, citizens bear the ultimate responsibility for giving democratic

institutions their force (Dahl, 1956). Although it appears that incumbents are constrained to some

extent by the preferences of their constituents (Stimson, MacKuen and Erikson, 1995), it is also the

case that individual voters’ retrospective evaluations are influenced by their partisan preferences

(Erikson, 2004; Duch, Palmer and Anderson, 2000). Consequently, in the polarized political envi-

ronment that characterizes modern American politics — where partisan loyalties are strong among

political elites and voters alike — it is less clear how willing constituents are to hold co-partisan

incumbents accountable for their actions.

In essence, democratic institutions confront the classic principal-agent dilemma. Accordingly,

constituents (i.e., the “principal”) delegate policy decisions to elected representatives (i.e., the

“agent”), but are unable to effectively monitor their every move. One solution to the dilemma is

for constituents to rely on cues from trusted sources (e.g., news reporters) who bear the cost of

monitoring the agent (Lupia and McCubbins, 1998). For this solution to work, though, citizens

must rationally update their beliefs about the agent in an unbiased fashion, moving in the direction

of the credible evidence (e.g., Bullock, 2009; Downs, 1957; Gerber and Green, 1999). At the heart of

this framework is the assumption that constituents are willing to accept both positive and negative

information regarding co-partisan incumbents. Incumbents, regardless of their partisan affiliation,

should be punished for shirking their responsibility to represent their constituents’ preferences.
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However, behavioral models, which draw heavily from social psychological theories, posit that

individuals often behave as “motivated reasoners” who view the world through a lens formed by their

social identities and predispositions, happily accepting any evidence that confirms their worldview

and resisting credible evidence to the contrary (e.g., Abelson, 1986). Motivated reasoning may be

especially pernicious in modern political contexts where people are deeply invested in preserving

their preexisting beliefs (Taber and Lodge, 2006; Nyhan and Reifler, 2010). Partisan identification

offers a powerful lens through which people evaluate political information (Campbell et al., 1960),

causing some to discount or reinterpret negative information about their party (Bartels, 2002; Gains

et al., 2007). Since strong social identities can invite agency slack, whereby elected representatives

are able to pursue policy positions that are at odds with their constituents’ preferences by making

group-based appeals (Dickson and Scheve, 2006), it stands to reason that partisan loyalty may well

extend elected representatives greater freedom to undervalue the preferences of their constituents.

Although rational and behavioral models of political attitude formation reach starkly different

conclusions about voters’ capacity to hold partisan politicians accountable for their actions, both

models presume that individuals process information in uniform ways. Given the same information,

all individuals should update their beliefs and attitudes in the same fashion — be it unbiased or

biased. This assumption has important implications for democratic accountability, suggesting that

all elected representatives experience either considerable or negligible constraints on their policy

behavior via elections.

However, recent psychological models of attitude formation focus on individual differences in

how people process information (e.g., Bullock, 2011; Gerber et al., 2010; Holbrook, 2006; Jost et al.,

2003; Kam, 2005; Lau and Redlawsk, 2006; Mondak et al., 2010; Oxley et al., 2008; Zaller, 1992).

Some individuals are motivated to maintain pre-existing attitudes, while others are motivated to

reach accurate conclusions (Kruglanski, 1989; Kunda, 1990), implying that political scientists should

adopt a more nuanced model of democratic accountability. Quite simply, the stylized models may

be informative in some, but not all, contexts. Some partisans are “less prone to view” the world

from a biased perspective (Lavine, Johnston and Steenbergen, 2012, 5), suggesting that a subset of

the electorate may fulfill the ideal version of a rationally retrospective voter (Fiorina, 1981) while

another subset may behave like intransigent partisans. We argue that individual differences in

information processing helps account for this divergence in behavior.
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The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the utility of two types of individual motivations

— need for cognition (NFC) and need for affect (NFA) — for understanding differences in how

individuals process political information and update their beliefs about their party’s incumbents in

light of new information. NFC captures the degree to which people chronically engage information

cognitively (Cacioppo and Petty, 1982), and NFA captures the degree to which individuals system-

atically seek out emotional experiences (Maio and Esses, 2001a). Previous research has shown that

individuals high in NFC are more responsive to policy information than party cues (Bullock, 2011),

and are less inclined to make knee-jerk partisan evaluations (Arceneaux and Vander Wielen, 2013).

Individuals high in NFA are more responsive to affective information than individuals high in NFC

(Haddock et al., 2008; Huskinson and Haddock, 2004), are more likely to hold extreme attitudes

(Britt et al., 2009; Maio and Esses, 2001a), and are more likely to exhibit partisan bias (Arceneaux

and Vander Wielen, 2013). Therefore, we contend that a central aspect of modern democratic ac-

countability — the willingness of voters to hold co-partisans accountable for their policy behavior

— hinges critically on the manner in which voters process information. While previous research

has identified the importance of NFC and NFA to political decision-making, we are unaware of any

research to date that explores how these traits influence the manner in which individuals update

information about their elected representatives. This attention to updating provides valuable in-

sights regarding the competing models of voting behavior and, more importantly, the efficacy of

democratic elections.

Across two studies we find that NFC induces individuals to behave in a manner consistent

with rational updating models and NFA leads individuals to cling to their pre-existing partisan

attitudes. The first study draws on experimental data to mimic real-world situations in which

individuals have an opportunity to update evaluations of a co-partisan incumbent in light of either

positive or negative information about their party’s performance in office. We find that individuals

who are high in NFC are willing to downgrade their evaluations of incumbents from their party,

while individuals who are high in NFA are inflexible in updating about their party’s politicians.

We probe the generalizability of these findings in a second study using a nationally representative

panel survey of American voters in the 2012 elections. As NFC increases, individuals show a

greater propensity to exhibit weakening partisan identities over the course of the campaign and a

willingness to cast votes for the opposing party, while individuals who are high in NFA tend to
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maintain stable partisan identities and high levels of straight-ticket voting.

2 The Effect of Individual Differences in Information Processing
on Updating

Political information surrounds us, from news reports to advertisements to conversations around

the dinner table. The important question is how people assimilate (or fail to assimilate) this

information. The Bayesian model provides a useful point of comparison. Following Bayes’ Theorem,

individuals combine new information with their prior beliefs about the true state of the world. If

the information is strong enough or individuals possess minimal confidence regarding the true state

of the world, the new information should overwhelm their prior beliefs, causing them to update

their beliefs in the direction of the information received (e.g., Achen, 1992; Bartels, 1993). Although

individuals may vary in the strength of their prior beliefs, Bayesians nonetheless assimilate new

information in an unbiased fashion (Bullock, 2009). Ultimately, Bayesians are interested in arriving

at accurate beliefs about some parameter. In contrast, individuals motivated by “directional” goals

assimilate new information in a biased way (Kunda, 1990). Motivated reasoners tend to accept

information that is consistent with their prior beliefs even if it is of low quality (confirmation

bias), while rejecting information that is inconsistent with their priors even if it is of high quality

[disconfirmation bias] (Taber and Lodge, 2006).

We are especially concerned with the way in which partisan identities color how people update

their political attitudes in light of new information. Many scholars contend that partisanship

motivates individuals to process facts in a way that preserves beliefs that are consistent with

their partisan identities (Bartels, 2002; Campbell et al., 1960; Duch, Palmer and Anderson, 2000;

Wlezien, Franklin and Twiggs, 1997). When presented with the same facts, Republicans and

Democrats concoct different interpretations that allow them to reach desired conclusions (Gains

et al., 2007; Gerber and Huber, 2010). Partisans, by this account, reject inconvenient facts, while

refusing to relinquish convenient “facts” that are subsequently proven false (Nyhan and Reifler,

2010).1

At the same time, partisans do not always behave like motivated reasoners. For instance, some

1The degree to which such partisan differences in updating represent a departure from the

Bayesian ideal is a subject of some controversy (Achen, 2005; Bullock, 2009; Gerber and Green,
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partisans are ambivalent about their party — they possess both positive and negative attitudes

about it — and these individuals are more likely to objectively evaluate their party’s performance

in office and vote against their party’s incumbents when they perform poorly (Lavine, Johnston

and Steenbergen, 2012). There are a number of reasons why individuals may become ambivalent

about their party. Previous scholarship tends to focus on the role that the environment plays

in inducing people to be more or less motivated partisans. Situations that generate anxiety cause

some individuals to become more open to persuasion and less likely to depend on partisan heuristics

(e.g., Marcus, Neuman and MacKuen, 2000). People also possess competing motives to defend their

party, on one hand, and to be good citizens who engage the facts, on the other. Situational factors

can tip the balance in which of these motives wins the day (Groenendyk, 2013).

Our contention is that dispositional factors play an important role in how people update their

attitudes. Some people are predisposed to be motivated reasoners, while others are predisposed to

be more objective.2 Motivations are shaped by psychological needs, which vary across individuals.

Differences in needs account for differences in information processing (Kruglanski, 1989). Individu-

als who enjoy thinking, which is cognitively taxing, are motivated to process new information more

deeply than individuals who do not enjoy thinking. They use effortful mental processing as a way to

satisfy their “. . . need to understand and make reasonable the experiential world” (Cohen, Stotland

and Wolfe, 1955, 291). NFC is a stable psychological trait. Individuals who are high in NFC may

not always engage in effortful processing — just as individuals who are low in NFC may sometimes

1999; Grynaviski, 2006). Even though Bayesian models generally predict that the same facts should

lead to convergence in beliefs across all partisan affiliations, under particular circumstances Bayesian

updating can generate polarization in partisan beliefs (Bullock, 2009). In this paper we sidestep

the thorny question about whether partisans reflect the perfect Bayesian ideal. Rather, we are

interested in demonstrating how individual differences in information processing cause partisans to

update in different, predictable ways.

2This is not to say that situational factors are unimportant. Situations can certainly influence

people’s motivations. However, dispositional factors play an important role as well, influencing

the threshold at which people stop engaging in motivated reasoning (see Redlawsk, Civettini and

Emmerson, 2010).
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devote their mental energy to think through something thoroughly — but individual differences

in NFC tend to predict how deeply individuals process information on average (Cacioppo et al.,

1996).

Individuals who are high in NFC are more likely to scrutinize persuasive messages and evalu-

ate the quality of the evidence presented (Petty and Cacioppo, 1986). With respect to political

messages, NFC increases reliance on policy information — as opposed to source cues — in formu-

lating an opinion (Bullock, 2011), and also minimizes the degree to which individuals engage in

confirmation bias (Arceneaux and Vander Wielen, 2013).3 Although NFC motivates individuals

to critically evaluate information, it does not always motivate people to manifest the behavior of

unbiased Bayesian updaters (Petty and Brinol, 2002; Petty and Cacioppo, 1986, 163). When indi-

viduals possess strong prior attitudes, NFC can facilitate counter-arguing and disconfirmation bias

(Arceneaux and Johnson, 2013; Petty and Wegener, 1998). Nonetheless, NFC leads people to seek

new information, consider different possibilities, and “base their judgments and beliefs on empirical

information and rational considerations” (Cacioppo et al., 1996, 216). Consequently, individuals

who are high in NFC tend to be less dogmatic and more open-minded (Cacioppo and Petty, 1982).

People also vary in the degree to which they are motivated to experience strong emotions

(Maio and Esses, 2001a). When evaluating information, individuals who are high in NFA are

more likely to attach strong emotions to their judgments, which in turn causes them to form more

extreme attitudes (Britt et al., 2009). As NFA increases, individuals are more likely to attend to

the emotional content of messages when forming attitudes (Haddock et al., 2008; Huskinson and

Haddock, 2004; Mayer and Tormala, 2010). Of course, emotion plays an important role in human

3Some scholars fail to find evidence that NFC influences political attitude formation (Holbrook,

2006; Kam, 2005). It is difficult to reconcile these null findings with the wealth of evidence in

the broader persuasion literature that documents the consistent influence of NFC in attitude for-

mation in nonpolitical domains (Cacioppo et al., 1996). Notably, these null results emerge from

analysis using the American National Election Study (ANES), which employs only two items from

the conventional 16-item NFC battery, unsurprisingly generating a measure of low reliability. Con-

sequently, measurement error may account for these null results rather than a real absence of a

relationship (Bullock, 2011).
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cognition (Marcus, Neuman and MacKuen, 2000) and all attitudes carry an affective charge to some

extent (Lodge and Taber, 2005). The important point here is that individuals who are high in NFA

tend to experience more intense emotions when processing information, and are therefore more

likely to engage in motivated reasoning (Arceneaux and Vander Wielen, 2013). Moreover, it is not

our goal to model the particular way in which emotions influence the attitude formation process.

Although it is possible that emotions mediate the effects of NFC and NFA, our theoretical model

does not specify the causal chain that connects NFC and NFA to information processing. Many

other scholars have focused on the effects of specific emotions (e.g., Marcus, Neuman and MacKuen,

2000; Valentino et al., 2011). Our aim is to demonstrate that individual differences in information

processing lead to fundamental differences in how people reincorporate new information into their

political evaluations.

The foregoing discussion generates two theoretical premises, from which empirical propositions

can be drawn. As NFC increases, individuals should be increasingly likely to update their political

evaluations of co-partisan politicians in the direction of new information — both positive and

negative. Of particular importance from the perspective of democratic accountability, individuals

who possess high levels of NFC should be willing to negatively evaluate incumbents from their own

party. In contrast, as NFA increases, partisans should be more likely to preserve partisan attitudes,

sticking by their assessments of co-partisan politicians even if new information runs contrary to

their preexisting attitude.

3 Study 1: Updating Experiment

To test these theoretical propositions, we begin with a randomized experiment that included both

between- and within-subject components that allows us to vary the type of information that people

received about a partisan political figure across time. This research approach allows us to observe

how people change (or fail to change) their political evaluations in response to new information

over the course of the study.
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3.1 Study Design and Expectations

In the spring of 2013, we fielded a web-based survey using Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk).4

Individuals in this panel completed brief surveys in return for monetary compensation.5 Our sample

consisted of 661 adults living in the United States who identify with the party of their state’s

governor. Although we were unable to collect a perfectly representative sample of the US, our

sample is broad and diverse. We drew respondents from a wide range of educational backgrounds

(only high school education= 10.55%; some college=37.92%; college educated=54.74%), diverse

income levels (54.48% of the sample reported earning less than $50,000 per year), and a wide range

of ages (agemin=19; agemax=76; M=34.84; SD=12.48). Females make up 57.19% of the sample,

and whites make up 80.18% of sample.

Respondents were first asked to answer a series of demographic and background questions. They

were then asked to separately answer the complete NFC (Cacioppo, Petty and Kao, 1984) and NFA

(Maio and Esses, 2001b) batteries, consisting of 16 and 26 items, respectively. We chose to employ

the complete NFA battery, which consists of trait items that assess affect approach and avoidance,

since we believe that both components of NFA theoretically contribute to the hypothesized effects

discussed above. We also ensure consistency with the structure of the NFC battery, which likewise

contains items that assess cognition approach and avoidance.

Based upon the geolocation of the computer accessing the survey (using IP addresses), we

presented respondents with hypothetical information regarding their governor, which they were led

to believe came from media reports.6 Respondents were randomly assigned to read and react to a

4Both Buhrmester, Kwang and Gosling (2011) and Berinsky, Huber and Lenz (2012) find that

MTurk respondents are often more representative of the general population than the typical con-

venience samples used in many lab experiments, and exhibit behavior consistent with existing

studies.

5Buhrmester, Kwang and Gosling (2011) find that reasonable variation in the compensation

rates for MTurk does not meaningfully affect the quality of the data.

6We excluded potential participants from the District of Columbia, since it does not have a

governor, and from Rhode Island, since its governor does not affiliate with either the Democratic

or Republican Party.
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fictional report that either depicted their governor as a loyal or disloyal (i.e., shirking) agent. The

fictional report indicated that the governor either advocated or opposed severe reductions to funding

for public safety. This scenario was borrowed from McGraw (1990), and exploits a policy area in

which there exists a broad, bipartisan consensus regarding what constitutes (dis)loyal behavior.

To ensure that spending cuts would be viewed as uniformly objectionable across Democrats and

Republicans, we noted that the cuts to public safety would not reduce gross spending (i.e., the cuts

would be offset by other expenditures). The text of these items is shown in Table 1.

Insert Table 1 Here

After reading the assigned (loyal or shirking) item, respondents were asked to evaluate the

statement “If there were an election today, I would vote for Governor Name,” along a discrete scale

ranging from 0 (strongly disagree) to 100 (strongly agree). Prior to the completion of the survey,

respondents received a statement of full disclosure, reading: “The item you read above about

Governor Name was created for the purpose of this study. The events described were fictional and

did not happen.” They were then asked to reassess the governor, using the identical statement of

evaluation and scale. Thus, the disclosure offers positive information in the aftermath of the shirking

item (hereafter the “positive disclosure” treatment) and negative information in the aftermath of

the loyal item (hereafter the “negative disclosure” treatment). This design allows us to explore the

updating of assessments as a function of respondents’ NFC and NFA. Since expectations are clearest

for individuals who are high in NFC (NFA) and low in NFA (NFC), we restrict our attention to these

cases. Broadly speaking, we predict that individuals who are high in NFC and low in NFA (hereafter

“high-NFC/low-NFA”) will behave as rational updaters across pre- and post-disclosure assessments

for both treatments, while those low in NFC and high in NFA (hereafter “low-NFC/high-NFA”)

will engage in motivated reasoning that produces behavior consistent with rational updating when

presented with the positive disclosure and defensive updating when presented with the negative

disclosure. Therefore, our predictions are similar across typologies in terms of their responses

to the positive disclosure, but diverge for the negative disclosure. Specifically, in response to

negative information, we predict that high-NFC/low-NFA types should exhibit a willingness to

punish their governor, while low-NFC/high-NFA types should respond to similar information by

exhibiting stable evaluations or by even rewarding their governor. Thus, we arrive at the following
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predictions:

High-NFC/Low-NFA Proposition: Those high in NFC and low in NFA will positively
update their likelihood of voting for their governor after receiving the disclosure that
their governor did not behave in the disloyal fashion originally reported (positive dis-
closure treatment). Conversely, these individuals will negatively update their likelihood
of voting for their governor after receiving the disclosure that their governor did not
behave in the loyal fashion originally reported (negative disclosure treatment).

Low-NFC/High-NFA Proposition: Those low in NFC and high in NFA will positively
update their likelihood of voting for their governor after receiving the disclosure that
their governor did not behave in the disloyal fashion originally reported (positive dis-
closure treatment). These individuals will not update or will positively update their
likelihood of voting for their governor after receiving the disclosure that their governor
did not behave in the loyal fashion originally reported (negative disclosure treatment).

3.2 Measurement and Methods

To test these predictions, we must first estimate NFC and NFA scores for each respondent. A

standard approach would be to use factor analysis as a way to weight the responses to the NFC

and NFA items and generate scores for each respondent. Unfortunately, conventional methods im-

plicitly assume that the latent traits (i.e., NFC and NFA) deterministically generate the observed

item responses, which implies that the NFC and NFA factor scores perfectly measure these traits.

Of course, in most empirical applications, this assumption is almost certainly false — measure-

ment error is typically present in self-reports and failure to account for it could lead to biased and

inconsistent model parameter estimates and flawed inference (Treier and Jackman, 2008). Conse-

quently, we use the Bayesian ordinal factor analysis model proposed by Martin, Quinn and Park

(2013) to estimate scores for each respondent along separate NFC and NFA scales. This approach

accounts for the internal consistency of the response items by explicitly accounting for error in both

estimating the latent variables and in modeling their effects.

Briefly, this Bayesian method simulates from the joint posterior distribution of the ordinal

factor analysis model shown in Equation 1, where y∗i is the k-vector of latent responses belonging

to respondent i, Λ is the k-vector of factor loadings, φi is a single real-valued factor score, and εi is

a k-vector of disturbances.7 In this application, the value of k is equal to 16 for the NFC battery

and 26 for the NFA battery. Factor loadings and factor scores are assumed to have independent

7For a more detailed discussion of this method, see Martin, Quinn and Park (2013).
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normal priors, and the cutpoints are assumed to have improper uniform priors (Quinn, 2004). For

sake of having comparable NFC and NFA scales, we constrain the posterior means for both scales

to the [−2, 2] interval. The simulation relies on a Gibbs sampling algorithm and is implemented

as part of the MCMCpack package (Martin, Quinn and Park, 2013) in R (R Development Core

Team, 2013).8 This method is closely related to unidimensional Bayesian ordinal item response

theory (IRT) models (Quinn, 2004; Zheng and Rabe-Hesketh, 2007; van Schuur, 2011), and we

note that either method of estimating NFC and NFA scores produces substantively similar results.

Importantly, these methods of estimating NFC and NFA scores make full use of the ordered,

polytomous responses, and therefore we do not unnecessarily discard information.

y∗i = Λφi + εi, with εi ∼ N (0, I) (1)

To generate the NFC and NFA estimates, we set the number of discarded (i.e., burn-in) iterations

at 50,000 and the number of Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) iterations at 5,000,000. We store

(i.e., thin) every 500th iteration to produce a total of 10,000 posterior factor score estimates for

each respondent for each of the NFC and NFA scales separately. Using various diagnostics [e.g., the

Geweke (1992) and Heidelberger and Welch (1983) convergence diagnostics], we find evidence that

each chain achieved stationarity and is well mixed. See Section 1 of the Supplemental Appendix

for the descriptive statistics for the NFC and NFA scales.

We estimate the effect of individual differences in information processing on partisan updating

using a multilevel linear model (see Equation 2). The dependent variable measures the real change

in a respondent’s likelihood of voting for her governor, measured as the post-disclosure value less the

pre-disclosure value. Positive values for the dependent variable represent an increase in assessments

from pre- to post-disclosure. We include random intercepts for states to account for differences

in political environments and gubernatorial personalities. Therefore, this approach accounts for

natural cross-state variation in the relationships between voters and their governor. For sake of

robustness, we also estimate the model without random intercepts.

8We use the MCMCordfactanal function in MCMCpack. Documentation is available at the Com-

prehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) website.
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∆Assessment = αm + β1PD + β2NFCj + β3NFAj + β4NFCj ×NFAj + β5NFCj × PD + (2)

β6NFAj × PD + β7NFCj ×NFAj × PD + [δz′] + ε

αm ∼ N(µα, σ
2
α) for m ∈ {1, . . . , 50} states

for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10000} iterations

NFCj denotes the respondent’s score on the NFC scale randomly drawn from her posterior

distribution on the jth iteration of model estimation, NFAj is similarly the respondent’s score on the

NFA scale randomly drawn from her posterior distribution on the jth iteration, and NFCj × NFAj

is the interaction of these terms constructed on the jth iteration. We include the interaction of the

NFC and NFA measures to account for the possibility that the scales are correlated with one another

(Maio and Esses, 2001b). The PD indicator identifies those respondents who were randomly assigned

the positive disclosure treatment. This variable is then interacted with the aforementioned variables

to capture any differences in the effects of NFC and NFA (individually and jointly) on changes in

assessments across the treatments. As a further robustness check, we also estimate the model

including a number of socio-demographic, partisan, and ideological characteristics (represented by

the vector of variables z with corresponding vector of coefficients, δ, in Equation 2). Specifically,

we include variables that account for the respondent’s partisan affiliation, age, education, gender,

income, race, and level of conservatism.

To estimate the model shown in Equation 2, we adapt the Monte Carlo procedure detailed by

Treier and Jackman (2008).9 Specifically, we estimate the model 10,000 times, each time randomly

sampling a factor score estimate from each respondent’s NFC and NFA posterior distributions.

After each iteration, we store the coefficient estimates for the NFC and NFA variables (and their

interactions), and sample all other coefficients (for variables without posterior densities) from the

multivariate normal distribution with mean equal to the vector of all estimated coefficients and

variance equal to the estimated variance-covariance matrix. By randomly sampling from the NFC

and NFA posterior distributions in each iteration of the model estimation, this modeling approach

accounts for the uncertainty that we capture in the estimation of the latent NFC and NFA traits.

9We are grateful to Shawn Treier and Simon Jackman for sharing their model code.
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Therefore, this modeling technique overcomes the errors-in-variables problem that results from

assuming that latent traits are measured with perfect certainty. We note that using a frequentist

specification of this and later models, in which NFC and NFA are measured using deterministic

factor scores, yields substantively similar results to those using the approach detailed above (see

Section 3 of the Supplemental Appendix). Even though the results of the Bayesian and frequentist

models are substantively similar, the Bayesian specification is more appropriate given the empirical

demands of the analysis. Although it surely has its merits, model simplicity should not lead us to

favor a simple model to a more complex one when the latter is, indeed, more appropriate for the

problem at hand (Neal, 1996; Gelman, 2009).

We empirically evaluate the two propositions stated above by simulating the predicted change in

likelihood of voting for the governor across respondents who are high in one dimension and low in the

other. Since we are principally interested in the behavior of individuals who are high in NFC (NFA)

and low in NFA (NFC), and given that we include both the constitutive and interaction terms for

NFC and NFA, the propositions cannot be directly evaluated from the coefficients alone. Therefore,

we isolate the effects of new information by selecting the 1st percentile of the NFC and NFA posterior

means to represent “low” attribute types, and the 99th percentile for “high” attribute types (a

sensitivity analysis confirms that reasonable variation in these percentiles generates substantively

similar results).10 We capture the effects of new information by generating distributions of predicted

changes in the pre- and post-disclosure likelihood of voting for the governor by multiplying the

posterior distributions of coefficients produced in the estimation of the model in Equation 2 by

scalar values of interest, and then summing across all of the rescaled posterior distributions of

coefficients.11

10Using percentiles of the distributions of NFC and NFA posterior means is a relatively conser-

vative assessment of low and high attributes considering that posterior means capture the central

tendency of the posterior densities. Rather, using the equivalent percentiles of all estimates in the

posterior distributions of NFC and NFA only exaggerates the findings below.

11We hold all other control variables to their respective means, when included in the model.

Note that our method of generating predictions is analogous to the method introduced by King,

Tomz and Wittenberg (2000), with the minor caveat that we generate distributions of coefficients
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Taken together, our propositions predict that the confidence interval for predicted change in

assessments will be negative and bounded away from zero for high-NFC/low-NFA types for the

negative disclosure treatment, but positive and bounded away from zero for the positive disclosure

treatment. Conversely, we should find that the confidence interval for predicted change for low-

NFC/high-NFA types is positive and bounded away from zero (or indiscernible from zero) for the

negative disclosure treatment, and positive and bounded away from zero for the positive disclo-

sure treatment. Thus, we expect to observe a statistically meaningful difference in the change in

assessments across types in the negative disclosure treatment, but not for the positive disclosure

treatment. Put simply, we expect both types of processors to positively update the assessment of

their in-party governor in response to positive information (positive disclosure treatment). How-

ever, when presented with negative information (negative disclosure treatment), we expect high-

NFC/low-NFA types to punish their governor and low-NFC/high-NFA types to respond defensively

by rating their co-partisan incumbent more positively (or at least sticking with their initial partisan

assessment).

3.3 Results

The results for the models shown in Equation 2 are presented in Table 2. The results displayed in

the latter columns (i.e., Models 2 and 3) provide robustness checks for the central model (i.e., Model

1). As one might expect, the dummy variable for the positive disclosure treatment is positive and

statistically significant across all model specifications, suggesting that there is a baseline increase

in the likelihood of voting for one’s governor upon receiving corrected information indicating that

the governor did not shirk as originally reported. This finding is comforting as it provides some

evidence that the treatments convey the intended information and subsequently elicit plausible

responses. We also note that the results are strikingly consistent across the various models. While

we are limited in our ability to assess the propositions on the basis of the coefficients alone, as

in the estimation of Equation 2 rather than in the simulation process itself [where King, Tomz and

Wittenberg (2000) suggest a method in which coefficients are drawn from the multivariate normal

distribution after model estimation]. From the resulting distributions of predicted changes, we then

construct confidence intervals (technically speaking, credible intervals) by identifying the intervals

that contain the central 90% of these distributions.
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discussed above, the results generally comport with our expectations. Namely, the constitutive

NFA coefficient (β3) has a large positive and statistically significant effect, indicating that increasing

NFA levels produce larger positive changes in support for the governor in the negative disclosure

treatment, as expected. Furthermore, the negative constitutive NFC coefficient (β2), in conjunction

with the negative constant (α), provides some initial indication that high levels of NFC could

yield negative changes in support for the governor in the negative disclosure treatment, also as

expected. While it is considerably more difficult to ascertain the effects of NFC and NFA in the

positive disclosure treatment from the coefficients given the complexity of the interactions, the

overwhelming positive effect of the positive disclosure coefficient (β1) appears to motivate positive

change for most reasonable levels of NFC and NFA, as predicted.

Insert Table 2 Here

Figure 1 shows the mean and 90% confidence intervals for the predicted change in support for

the governor for both the low-NFC/high-NFA and high-NFC/low-NFA types across the negative

and positive disclosure treatments. In accordance with expectations, the confidence intervals for

the low-NFC/high-NFA type are positive and bounded away from zero for both treatments. This

finding suggests that low-NFC/high-NFA types rationally update when provided with positive

information (i.e., positive disclosure treatment), but behave as motivated reasoners who update

defensively upon receiving negative information (i.e., negative disclosure treatment). Therefore,

we find support for the Low-NFC/High-NFA Proposition. In support of the High-NFC/Low-NFA

Proposition, the confidence intervals for the high-NFC/low-NFA type are negative and bounded

away from zero for the negative disclosure treatment and positive and bounded away from zero for

the positive disclosure treatment, as expected. Therefore, high-NFC/low-NFA types behave as ra-

tional updaters when confronted with both positive and negative information regarding their party.

When confronted with negative information, they downgrade their assessment of their party’s in-

cumbent, and upgrade their assessment of their party’s incumbent when confronted with positive

information. As a testament to the robustness of these findings, the confidence intervals for pre-

dicted change generated by Models 2 and 3 provide similar support for the propositions (see Section

2 of the Supplemental Appendix).

Insert Figure 1 Here
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4 Study 2: 2012 U.S. Presidential Election Campaign Panel Sur-
vey

Study 1 demonstrates that individual differences in how people process information affects their

willingness to hold co-partisan politicians accountable. Some partisans behave like motivated rea-

soners, standing behind their party’s incumbent for better or worse. Yet some partisans act like

rational updaters, willing to remove support from their party’s incumbent. Like all experiments,

Study 1 has both strengths and weaknesses. Its strength lies in the internal validity of the design.

We randomly varied the information that partisans received, lending confidence to the interpreta-

tion that NFC and NFA can lead people to process the same information differently. However, this

strength requires us to sacrifice some degree of external validity. Although we use actual politicians

and provide respondents with realistic information, it is possible that these findings would not travel

beyond the manufactured environment of our experiment. Consequently, we turn to observational

data for evidence that NFC and NFA shape political attitudes and behavior in natural settings.

4.1 Study Design and Expectations

Study 2 draws from he 2012 Cooperative Campaign Analysis Project (CCAP), which surveyed

44,000 respondents in December 2011 to collect baseline information, and then resurveyed random

samples of 1,000 respondents each week from the beginning of January 2012 through the end of

October 2012. All respondents were surveyed again after the 2012 elections, creating a panel

in which respondents were interviewed at three time points (t1 = December 2011, t2 = a week

during the 2012 campaign, t3 = post-2012 elections). Our data consists of respondents who were

interviewed in the last week of October 2012 (n = 1,000), which included questions tapping NFC

and NFA. This sample is a broadly representative sample of the American voting population, in

terms of both the demographic and socio-economic backgrounds of the respondents (female=51.5%,

white=73.5%, agemean=53, college educated = 35%, family income < $50,000 per year = 44.9%,

independents=11.6%).

Unlike Study 1, we are not able to manipulate the political information that respondents re-

ceived. Nonetheless, we can rely on the presumption that the 2012 elections increased the likelihood

that individuals encountered negative information about their party’s candidates for elected office

— be it in the news, campaign advertisements, or political discussion in their social networks.
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Negativity is a staple of competitive political campaigns, as it is the primary vehicle through which

candidates can draw support away from their opponents (Geer, 2006), and the 2012 campaign had

its fair share of negativity (Sides and Vavreck, 2013). Although the CCAP data do not allow us

to estimate the effect of NFC and NFA on how people deal with negative information about their

party’s candidates, they do allow us to examine whether individual differences in information pro-

cessing correlate with differences in political decisions. All things being equal, motivated reasoners

should respond to a competitive campaign by maintaining or even strengthening their allegiance

to their party. Negative information about their party’s candidate(s) should do little to dissuade

them from supporting their party. Rational updaters, by contrast, should be more willing to defect

from their party. The CCAP gives us two opportunities to evaluate this proposition: the change

in respondents’ attachment to their party over the course of the 2012 campaign and their voting

choices for federal offices (President, Senate, and House). Given these data, we draw the following

observable implications from our theoretical propositions.

Weakening Party Identification Proposition: The likelihood of weakening party identi-
fication will be positively related to NFC and negatively related to NFA.

Straight-Ticket Voting Proposition: The likelihood of straight-ticket voting will be neg-
atively related to NFC and positively related to NFA.

4.2 Measurement and Methods

Respondents were asked four items designed to measure NFA and three items to measure NFC.

The separate batteries for NFC and NFA are abridged versions of the full batteries that have been

consistently found to reliably measure NFC (Cacioppo, Petty and Kao, 1984) and NFA (Maio and

Esses, 2001b). Moreover, we look to Bullock’s work for guidance in avoiding the shortcomings of

the highly shortened NFC battery placed on the 2000 ANES and used by Kam (2005) and Hol-

brook (2006). Items in both batteries ask respondents to evaluate statements along a five (ordered)

category scale. Respondents were separately asked to place themselves along the seven-point party

identification scale. Therefore, we seek to determine whether the likelihood of a respondent weak-

ening in her party identification along the seven-point scale across time is systematically related

to levels of NFC and NFA. Similarly, we investigate whether NFC and NFA affect the likelihood

that a respondent votes straight-ticket. Both of these measures, we contend, capture the capacity
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of a respondent to punish her own party. That is, weakening party identification reflects some

diminished dedication to the in-party, and the willingness to split one’s ticket likewise reflects the

ability of a voter to cross party lines.

To generate NFC and NFA scores, we again use the Bayesian factor analysis model detailed

above (Martin, Quinn and Park, 2013). Section 1 of the Supplemental Appendix offers the descrip-

tive statistics for the NFC and NFA scales. To examine how NFC and NFA affect one’s willingness

to punish her own party, we construct two analytical models. The first model examines a respon-

dent’s likelihood of weakening in party identification over time as a function of her respective levels

of NFC and NFA. The dependent variable for the first model measures whether a respondent weak-

ened in her self-assessed party identification (on the 7-point scale) between December 2011 (time t)

and October 2012 (time t+ 1). The second model examines the relationship between the likelihood

that a respondent casts a straight-ticket ballot and her NFC and NFA scores. The dependent vari-

able for the latter model is a dichotomous measure indicating whether the respondent reported (in

the post-election survey) voting for House, Senate, and presidential candidates of the same party

in the 2012 elections. The structure of both probit models is shown in Equation 3.

Pr(y = 1) = Φ
(
α+ β1NFCj + β2NFAj + β3NFCj ×NFAj + δz′ + ζx′ + ε

)
(3)

for j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 10000} iterations

The key independent variables in both models are the NFC and NFA measures (and their

interaction). As before, NFCj and NFAj denote the respondent’s score on the respective NFC and

NFA scales, randomly drawn from her posterior distribution on the jth iteration of model estimation,

and NFCj × NFAj is the interaction of these terms constructed on the jth iteration. Since there are

a number of socio-demographic, partisan, and ideological characteristics that are plausibly related

to changes in the dependent variables, we also include a vector of respondent characteristic control

variables, denoted z with corresponding vector of coefficients δ in Equation 3. Note that these are

the same characteristic variables used in Equation 2. In addition, we include a series of control

variables tapping personality traits, such as the respondent’s self assessment of political awareness,

extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness, neuroticism, and openness to new ideas (represented

in Equation 3 by the vector of variables x with corresponding vector of coefficients, ζ). For sake of
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robustness, we estimate the models both with and without the variables for the “big 5” personality

traits so as to mitigate concern that our findings are dependent on these traits.12

Given that we include both the constitutive and interaction terms for NFC and NFA in these

models to account for the possibility of correlation in the latent scales, it is somewhat difficult

to make specific predictions regarding the signs and magnitudes of the key coefficients. After all,

there is little guidance as to how NFC and NFA will jointly affect a respondent’s propensity to

weaken in party identification and cast a straight-ticket ballot (as reflected in the interaction term).

Nonetheless, our theory provides a basis for making predictions regarding the marginal effects of

NFC and NFA on the dependent variables. In particular, we suggest that the plasticity of in-party

evaluations is increasing in NFC and decreasing in NFA. Stated differently, we contend that an

individual’s capacity to punish her in-party is positively related to NFC and negatively related to

NFA.

4.3 Results

Table 3 presents the results of the models shown in Equation 3. As predicted, we find that NFC

has a positive and statistically significant effect on the likelihood that an individual will weaken

in her party identification across time. Conversely, and also as expected, we find that NFA has

a negative and statistically significant effect on one’s propensity to weaken in party identification

(see “Weakening PID” model). This is true regardless of the inclusion of the big 5 personality trait

variables. In other words, increasing levels of NFA promote stable (or strengthening) attachments

to one’s party, while increasing levels of NFC are associated with a greater likelihood of weakening

partisan ties over time. Therefore, these results provide confirmation of the Weakening Party

Identification Proposition. While we do not speculate as to the effect of the interaction term,

we find that its coefficient is positive but not statistically significant. Interestingly, however, the

12Section 4 of the Supplemental Appendix presents the relationships between NFC/NFA and the

big 5 personality traits. There is clear evidence of a relationship between information processing

and the personality traits, yet, interestingly, several of the personality traits exhibit the same

(directional) relationship with NFC/NFA. Thus, NFC and NFA appear to have unique qualities

distinct from the personality traits. Nonetheless, we remain agnostic as to whether these personality

traits mediate the effects of NFC and NFA.
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positive coefficient on the interaction term offers some evidence that increasing NFC mitigates the

effects of NFA on the likelihood that a respondent will weaken in party identification across time.

Insert Table 3 Here

In turning our attention to the model examining the effects of NFC and NFA on the likelihood

of straight-ticket voting (see “Straight-Ticket Voting” model), we find that NFC has a negative and

statistically significant effect on straight-ticket voting across both specifications of the model, as

predicted. Therefore, increasing NFC bolsters the probability that a voter crosses party lines and

votes for an out-party candidate. The coefficient on the NFA variable, however, does not prove to

be statistically discernible from zero in either specification of the model. Therefore, we find partial

confirmation of the Straight-Ticket Voting Proposition. The coefficient on the interaction term is

positive but again fails to achieve statistical significance. The positive sign on the interaction term

suggests that increasing levels NFA dampens the influence of NFC on the likelihood of straight-

ticket voting.

Figure 2(a) shows the 83.5% confidence intervals for the marginal effects of NFC and NFA on the

predicted probabilities of weakening party identification using the complete model from Table 3.13

When examining the marginal effect of NFC (NFA), we allow NFC (NFA) to vary over the entire

scale, and hold NFA (NFC) to one standard deviation above (“high”) and below (“low”) the mean

of its respective distribution of posterior means. We construct 83.5% confidence intervals about the

mean predictions, since we are interested in making statistical inferences on the basis of comparing

the confidence intervals across different values of the latent variables, and confidence intervals of

this width correspond to a conventional type I error rate of 5% [i.e., 95% confidence] (Goldstein and

Healy, 1995; Maghsoodloo and Huang, 2010). Note that the predictions for Study 1 (presented in

Figure 1) used 90% confidence intervals because we were interested in determining whether point

estimates were statistically discernible from zero. Here, we are interested in comparing confidence

intervals (associated with different values of the latent variables) to one another to assess statistical

significance, which requires the construction of smaller confidence intervals to achieve analogous

levels of statistical confidence.

13Note that using the restricted model in Table 3 generates substantively similar results.
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Over the range of NFC values, the predicted probability of weakening in party identification

increases by approximately 6.9 percentage points for low NFA and 10.6 percentage points for

high NFA, with both representing statistically significant changes (i.e., having non-overlapping

confidence intervals). We find that, on average, the predicted probability of weakening party

identification decreases by approximately 7.5 percentage points over the range of NFA scores for low

NFC, which constitutes statistically meaningful variation. Conversely, the probability of weakening

party identification falls, on average, by only 3 percentage points over the range of NFA scores for

high NFC, with some overlap in the confidence intervals over this range. Therefore, these results

point to a sizable positive effect of NFC that is robust to variation in the levels of NFA. Furthermore,

we find a strong negative effect of NFA that is mitigated by increasing levels of NFC. Figure 2(b)

presents the 3-dimensional plot of the mean predicted probabilities of weakening party support

across the joint ranges of NFC and NFA.

Insert Figure 2 Here

Figure 3(a) shows the 83.5% confidence intervals for the marginal effects of NFC and NFA on

the predicted probabilities of casting a straight-ticket ballot, again using the complete model from

Table 3. We find that the predicted probability of straight-ticket voting decreases by an average of

roughly 12.5 percentage points over the range of NFC scores for low NFA, which is a statistically

significant decrease. This decline diminishes to an 8.8 percentage point drop over the range of NFC

for high NFA, with some overlap in the confidence intervals at the limits of the scale. We find

that the powerful effect of NFC on one’s propensity to cast a straight-ticket ballot is moderated

by increasing NFA. Contrary to our expectations, NFA does not exhibit a statistically significant

effect on straight-ticket voting, as evidenced by the overlapping confidence intervals for high and

low levels of NFC. Figure 3(b) presents the 3-dimensional plot of the mean predicted probabilities

of straight-ticket voting across the joint ranges of NFC and NFA.14

Insert Figure 3 Here

14Given our research design, it is not possible to identify the specific mechanism by which NFC

and NFA generate the observed effects. It is possible that those high in NFC are more motivated

to seek out negative information than those high in NFA. Alternatively, both types may be equally

likely to encounter negative information, but fundamental differences in the processing of this (uni-
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5 Conclusion

We investigate whether individual differences influence the way in which partisans update their

evaluations of co-partisans. Consistent with expectations derived from the extant literature in

social psychology, we find that individuals who enjoy effortful thinking — those who possess a

high level of NFC — tend to behave in a fashion that is consistent with rational updating. When

they encounter new information they adjust their attitudes in the direction of the information,

even if it means downgrading their evaluation of candidates from their own party and ultimately

defecting from their party at the ballot box. We also find, consistent with our theoretically derived

expectations, that individuals who enjoy experiencing strong emotions — those who possess a high

level of NFA — tend to behave like motivated reasoners. Relative to those high in NFC, they

stand by their partisan affiliations. When they encounter new information about co-partisans, they

become more emboldened in their initially formed opinions. They do not appear willing, at least

in the context of our study, to countenance negative information about their party and perhaps as

a result tend to behave as consistent partisans come election time.

These findings recommend a more nuanced understanding of citizens’ capacity to hold co-

partisan incumbents accountable for their actions. Many individuals do indeed behave as blindly

loyal partisans, supporting their party in the best of times and the worst. Yet, there is also a subset

of the citizenry that is willing to punish its party’s incumbents. Thus, the logic of democratic

accountability that forms the foundation of electoral institutions — that citizens will hold their

elected representatives accountable for their actions — is upheld by only some of the electorate.

While this is less than ideal from a normative perspective, perhaps there is nonetheless a silver

lining. Even if the portion of the public that is capable of critically evaluating their co-partisans

represents a small slice of the overall electorate, these voters have the potential to shape electoral

outcomes because they are willing to change their voting behavior from one election to the next.

In turn, these rational updaters may prove to be the last bastion of democratic accountability in

political environments where partisanship is a powerful social identity (e.g., polarization).

Our analysis also helps illuminate a crucial, but under-appreciated, aspect of democratic com-

formly distributed) information generates the observed differences in behavior. Nevertheless, the

differences in behavior produced by variation in information processing are robust and noteworthy.
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petence. Attitude stability — which researchers since Converse (1964) have used as a yardstick for

political sophistication — may not always be a marker for good citizenship. For a democracy to

function properly, individuals must be willing to change their attitudes. In making this point, our

findings contribute to the burgeoning literature on the political implications of individual differ-

ences in cognitive and affective approaches to information processing. Not only do NFC and NFA

motivate people to evaluate the same information in different ways, they lead people to behave

differently in the same political context. In a polarized environment, NFA may undermine people’s

capacity to punish incumbents for poor performance, while NFC may bolsters it. Of course, we

suspect that we have only discovered part of the story. In other contexts, NFC contributes to

attitude stability (e.g., Haugtvedt, Petty and Cacioppo, 1992), and there may be instances where

NFA leads to flexibility. Given the relative newness of these constructs to political science, much

work remains to be done, and we believe this project offers some guidance for future studies.

Future research could also investigate whether NFC and NFA operate through different emo-

tions. For instance, a healthy stream of scholarship demonstrates that anxiety causes individuals

to be more open to persuasion (e.g., Brader, 2006; Marcus, Neuman and MacKuen, 2000) and

anger induces people to feel more certain and motivates them to defend preexisting attitudes (e.g.,

Cottrell and Neuberg, 2005; Valentino et al., 2011). Perhaps, NFC triggers anxiety, while NFA

triggers anger.

In sum, we offer further evidence that political scientists should take individual differences into

consideration when theorizing about public opinion and partisanship. Conventional one-size-fits-all

models possess attractive parsimony, but at the risk of painting an overly simplistic picture of the

public. Future work should be dedicated to incorporating psychological predispositions such as

NFA and NFC into models of political behavior.
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Shirking Treatment

Governor Name (State — Party) cut millions of dollars in state funding for public safety. As a
result, the number of fire safety, police, and other criminal justice personnel will be severely
reduced, and the purchase of new safety equipment will decline significantly. The governor
supported these cuts so that spending could be raised in other areas.

Loyal Treatment

Governor Name (State — Party) refused to sign into law a bill that would cut millions of dollars
in state funding for public safety. The governor’s opposition to the bill will protect against
severe reductions in the number of fire safety, police, and other criminal justice personnel, and
will ensure that local governments can purchase new safety equipment. Instead, the governor
advocates cutting spending in other areas.

Table 1: Text of Items.
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Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Complete Model) (Without Random Intercepts) (With Covariates)

Coefficient (S.D.) Coefficient (S.D.) Coefficient (S.D.)

Positive Disclosure [PD] (β1) 9.4599** 9.4650** 9.3717**
(1.4500) (1.4452) (1.4654)

Need For Cognition [NFC] (β2) −0.4778 −0.4931 −0.3807
(0.3418) (0.3394) (0.3598)

Need For Affect [NFA] (β3) 2.9943** 3.0023** 2.5158**
(0.7370) (0.7335) (0.7565)

NFC × NFA (β4) −1.3030 −1.3699 −0.8508
(0.8866) (0.8813) (0.8925)

NFC × PD (β5) 3.3110** 3.2951** 3.0869**
(0.6736) (0.6731) (0.6894)

NFA × PD (β6) −1.8430* −1.8336* −1.6203
(1.0448) (1.0461) (1.0661)

NFC × NFA × PD (β7) 2.0302 2.1385* 2.0320
(1.2672) (1.2643) (1.2831)

Democrat −1.0331
(2.4818)

Age −0.0372
(0.0568)

Education −0.0513
(0.5594)

Female 1.6038
(1.4294)

Income 0.3113
(0.3147)

White 1.3469
(1.7749)

Conservatism 0.0876
(0.9442)

Constant (α) −1.5232 −1.9074* −3.2892
(1.1004) (1.0317) (5.5538)

State Random Intercepts Yes No Yes
Number of Respondents 661 661 661
Groups 44 44 44
Iterations 10,000 10,000 10,000

Table 2: Change in Assessment of Governors
Notes: The dependent variable measures the difference in assess-
ments of respondents’ governor between times t + 1 and t. The
standard deviations of the posterior coefficient distributions are
shown in parentheses (analogous to standard errors). * denotes
p ≤ 0.1 and ** denotes p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 1: Predicted Change in Assessment of Governor by Low-
NFC/High-NFA and High-NFC/Low-NFA Respondents.
Notes: Predictions are based upon the complete model (Model
1). High levels of NFC/NFA are set to the 99th percentile of the
posterior means, while low levels of NFC/NFA are set to the 1st
percentile. See Section 2 of the Supplemental Appendix for the
predictions using Models 2 and 3.
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Weakening PID Straight-Ticket Voting
Coefficient (S.D.) Coefficient (S.D.)

Need For Cognition [NFC] (β1) 0.1519** 0.1560** −0.1392** −0.2063**
(0.0415) (0.0450) (0.0598) (0.0682)

Need For Affect [NFA] (β2) −0.1038* −0.1188** 0.0120 −0.0102
(0.0556) (0.0598) (0.0719) (0.0822)

NFC × NFA (β3) 0.0555 0.0596 0.0608 0.0395
(0.0475) (0.0474) (0.0696) (0.0735)

Democratt+1 0.2376 0.2661 0.5753** 0.7537**
(0.2119) (0.2134) (0.2747) (0.2918)

Age −0.0057 −0.0066 −0.0018 −0.0048
(0.0052) (0.0057) (0.0071) (0.0076)

Education −0.0067 0.0035 −0.0756 −0.0826
(0.0564) (0.0574) (0.0729) (0.0738)

Female 0.2423 0.2228 0.1707 0.0781
(0.1574) (0.1640) (0.2068) (0.2225)

Income 0.0253 0.0244 −0.0288 −0.0294
(0.0221) (0.0227) (0.0284) (0.0230)

White −0.0919 −0.0741 −0.2786 −0.1449
(0.1673) (0.1733) (0.2553) (0.2659)

Conservatismt+1 0.1161 0.1240 0.1032 0.1426
(0.0850) (0.0859) (0.1126) (0.1170)

Political Awareness −0.3455 −0.4059 1.8897** 1.8164**
(0.3107) (0.3163) (0.4073) (0.4173)

Extraversion −0.0458 0.0705
(0.1152) (0.1539)

Agreeableness 0.0267 0.2382
(0.1641) (0.2161)

Conscientiousness 0.0293 0.1692
(0.1416) (0.1889)

Neuroticism 0.0285 −0.1196
(0.1181) (0.1527)

Openness 0.1023 0.0449
(0.1517) (0.1999)

Constant (α) −1.8120 −1.8036** 0.2760 0.2788
(0.5519) (0.5631) (0.7356) (0.7766)

Number of Respondents 869 844 487 474
Iterations 10,000 10,000 10,000 10,000

Table 3: Likelihood of Weakening Party Identification and Straight-
Ticket Voting as a Function of NFC and NFA
Notes: The dependent variable in the Weakening PID model mea-
sures whether a respondent weakened her party identification be-
tween time t and t + 1. The dependent variable in the Straight-
Ticket Voting model measures whether a respondent reported cast-
ing a straight-ticket vote in the 2012 elections. The standard devi-
ations of the posterior coefficient distributions are shown in paren-
theses (analogous to standard errors). * denotes p ≤ 0.1 and **
denotes p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 2: Predictions for the Likelihood of Weakening Party Iden-
tification as a Function of NFC and NFA
Notes: Panel (a) shows the marginal predicted probabilities of
weakening party identification allowing NFC (NFA) to vary while
holding NFA (NFC) to one standard deviation above and below the
mean of the distribution of posterior means (see Weakening PID
Model in Table 3), and Panel (b) shows the predicted probabilities
of weakening party identification allowing both NFC and NFA to
vary across all values.
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Figure 3: Predictions for the Likelihood of Straight-Ticket Voting
as a Function of NFC and NFA
Notes: Panel (a) shows the marginal predicted probabilities of
straight-ticket voting allowing NFC (NFA) to vary while holding
NFA (NFC) to one standard deviation above and below the mean
of the distribution of posterior means (see Straight-Ticket Voting
Model in Table 3), and Panel (b) shows the predicted probabilities
of straight-ticket voting allowing both NFC and NFA to vary across
all values.
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Democratic Accountability for Some: Individual

Differences in How Partisans Process Political

Information

Supplemental Appendix

Kevin Arceneaux & Ryan J. Vander Wielen

1 Descriptive Statistics

Need For Cognition Need For Affect
(NFC) (NFA)

Average Posterior Distribution Statistics:

Mean 0.2568 −0.0155
Standard Deviation 0.5741 0.4578

Correlation Between Conventional Factor
0.9817 0.9875

Scores & Posterior Means

Table 1: Descriptive Statistics (Study 1). The distribution-related
statistics (i.e., mean and standard deviation) summarize the aver-
age posterior distribution for the given scale. Space prevents us
from offering such statistics for every respondent.

Need For Cognition Need For Affect
(NFC) (NFA)

Average Posterior Distribution Statistics:

Mean 0.3119 0.3500
Standard Deviation 0.8515 0.8107

Correlation Between Conventional Factor
0.9372 0.9147

Scores & Posterior Means

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics (Study 2). The distribution-related
statistics (i.e., mean and standard deviation) summarize the aver-
age posterior distribution for the given scale. Space prevents us
from offering such statistics for every respondent.
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2 Predictions for Alternative Specifications of Equation 2
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Figure 1: Predicted Change in Assessment of Governor by Low-
NFC/High-NFA and High-NFC/Low-NFA Respondents.
Notes: Predictions are given for each of the models shown in Table
2 in the manuscript. High levels of NFC/NFA are set to the 99th
percentile of the posterior means, while low levels of NFC/NFA are
set to the 1st percentile. All other variables are held at their mean,
when included.
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3 Frequentist Specifications of Models

Model 1 Model 2 Model 3
(Complete Model) (Without Random Intercepts) (With Covariates)

Coefficient (S.D.) Coefficient (S.D.) Coefficient (S.D.)

Shirking (β1) 9.6609** 9.6482** 9.7130**
(1.37452) (1.3858) (1.3953)

Need For Cognition [NFC] (β2) −0.9237 −0.8869 −0.8230
(0.9677) (0.9749) (1.0089)

Need For Affect [NFA] (β3) 1.7447* 1.7260* 1.5893
(1.0509) (1.0589) (1.0854)

NFC × NFA (β4) 0.0350 −0.0158 0.3017
(0.9474) (0.9545) (0.9589)

NFC × Shirking (β5) 2.6712* 2.6545* 2.7836*
(1.4625) (1.4740) (1.4913)

NFA × Shirking (β6) −0.6449 −0.6241 −0.7031
(1.4513) (1.4640) (1.4733)

NFC × NFA × Shirking (β7) 0.0223 0.0902 −0.3289
(1.2166) (1.2271) (1.2303)

Democrat 0.9558
(2.5495)

Age −0.0841
(0.0563)

Education 0.1373
(0.5639)

Female 1.5332
(1.4347)

Income 0.1971
(0.3142)

White 1.3223
(1.7853)

Conservatism 0.8903
(0.9607)

Constant (α) −1.4193 −1.7706* −5.0815
(1.0268) (0.9777) (5.4895)

State Random Intercepts Yes No Yes
Number of Respondents 661 661 661
Groups 44 44 44

Table 3: Change in Assessment of Governors
Notes: The dependent variable measures the difference in assess-
ments of respondents’ governor between times t + 1 and t. The
standard errors are shown in parentheses. * denotes p ≤ 0.1 and
** denotes p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 2: Predicted Change in Assessment of Governor by Low-
NFC/High-NFA and High-NFC/Low-NFA Respondents.
Notes: Predictions are based upon the complete model (Model 1).
High levels of NFC/NFA are set to the 99th percentile of the pos-
terior means used in the predictions appearing in the manuscript
(for sake of comparability), while low levels of NFC/NFA are set
to the 1st percentile.
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Weakening PID Straight-Ticket Voting
Coefficient (S.D.) Coefficient (S.D.)

Need For Cognition [NFC] (β1) 0.2639** −0.2517*
(0.1056) (0.1522)

Need For Affect [NFA] (β2) −0.0989 −0.0225
(0.0947) (0.1350)

NFC × NFA (β3) 0.0573 0.0330
(0.0900) (0.1390)

Democratt+1 0.2434 0.7601**
(0.2113) (0.2898)

Age −0.0066 −0.0052
(0.0059) (0.0071)

Education −0.0061 −0.0761
(0.0577) (0.0761)

Female 0.2422 0.0708
(0.1629) (0.2262)

Income 0.0238 −0.0285
(0.0231) (0.0304)

White −0.0665 −0.1368
(0.1750) (0.2676)

Conservatismt+1 0.1214 0.1418
(0.0874) (0.1224)

Political Awareness −0.4420 1.8415**
(0.3237) (0.4184)

Extraversion −0.0353 0.0738
(0.1171) (0.1577)

Agreeableness 0.0336 0.2328
(0.1695) (0.2147)

Conscientiousness 0.0267 0.1877
(0.1412) (0.1967)

Neuroticism 0.0233 −0.1312
(0.1226) (0.1513)

Openness 0.0706 0.0736
(0.1559) (0.2011)

Constant (α) −1.7192** 0.1776
(0.5633) (0.7705)

Number of Respondents 829 469

Table 4: Likelihood of Weakening Party Identification and Straight-
Ticket Voting as a Function of NFC and NFA
Notes: The dependent variable in the Weakening PID model mea-
sures whether a respondent weakened her party identification be-
tween time t and t + 1. The dependent variable in the Straight-
Ticket Voting model measures whether a respondent reported cast-
ing a straight-ticket vote in the 2012 elections. The standard er-
rors are shown in parentheses. * denotes p ≤ 0.1 and ** denotes
p ≤ 0.05.
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Figure 3: Predictions for the Likelihood of Weakening Party Iden-
tification as a Function of NFC and NFA
Notes: Panel (a) shows the marginal predicted probabilities of
weakening party identification allowing NFC (NFA) to vary while
holding NFA (NFC) to one standard deviation above and below
the mean of the distribution of posterior means as used in the pre-
dictions appearing in the manuscript (for sake of comparability),
and Panel (b) shows the predicted probabilities of weakening party
identification allowing both NFC and NFA to vary across all values.
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Figure 4: Predictions for the Likelihood of Straight-Ticket Voting
as a Function of NFC and NFA
Notes: Panel (a) shows the marginal predicted probabilities of
straight-ticket voting allowing NFC (NFA) to vary while holding
NFA (NFC) to one standard deviation above and below the mean
of the distribution of posterior means as used in the predictions
appearing in the manuscript (for sake of comparability), and Panel
(b) shows the predicted probabilities of straight-ticket voting al-
lowing both NFC and NFA to vary across all values.
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4 Relationship between NFC/NFA and Big 5 Traits

NFC NFA
Coefficient (S.D.) Coefficient (S.D.)

Bivariate Multivariate Bivariate Multivariate

Extraversion 0.0837** −0.0239 0.2366** 0.1773**
(0.0411) (0.0398) (0.0386) (0.0378)

Agreeableness 0.1049** −0.1647** 0.3918** 0.3086**
(0.0508) (0.0549) (0.0470) (0.0522)

Conscientiousness 0.2327** 0.1108** 0.2445** 0.0990**
(0.0436) (0.0467) (0.0414) (0.0444)

Neuroticism −0.2227** −0.1461** −0.1241** 0.0642*
(0.0361) (0.0397) (0.0349) (0.0377)

Openness 0.5136** 0.4783** 0.4208** 0.2850**
(0.0447) (0.0483) (0.0434) (0.0459)

Constant (α) 0.3129** 0.3506**
(0.0255) (0.0242)

Number of Respondents 970 970

Table 5: Relationship Between NFC/NFA and Big 5 Traits
Notes: The dependent variables in the NFC and NFA models are
measured as the means of the NFC and NFA posterior distributions
for each respondent, respectively. The bivariate models present
the coefficients and standard errors (in parentheses) for each of
the big 5 traits using a bivariate specification (constants included
in estimation but not presented in table), while the multivariate
models present the results with all big 5 traits included. * denotes
p ≤ 0.1 and ** denotes p ≤ 0.05.
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